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BREEDIKG OF THE SALT MARSH SHREW 

Salt marsh shews (Sorex uagrans haticoetes\ are common inhabitants of 
some of the San Francisco Bay salt marshes in California. Their numbers in 
favorable rnarshes form perhaps 10 per cent of the mammalian fauna present, 
the rest of which is chiefly composed of Microtus californicm, Rattru nor- 
oe,gkw, Mm mtlsculus, and Reithrodontomgs raudventris, all of which are 
more abundant than shrews. There is no study yet reported on the biology of 
salt marsh shrews, and indeed Little on the species S. uagrans throughout its 
range. Comparative material in this paper has been drawn mainIv from 
Clothier ( 1955 ) , Hamilton ( 1940, 1944, 1949), Jameson ( 1955). Blossom 
(1932). and L e h ~ e l  (1952); only the first of these deals with Sorer wgmns. 

I 
Field work was done irom 1949 to 1955, although the major part of LIis 

time was spent on studies other than this one. Trapping was undertaken on 
all San Francisco Bay marshes inha5ited by S, u. halicoetes; observations on 
nesting activity were carried out on San Fablo marsh, Richmond, Contra Costa 
County; a collection of owl pellets was also made at this locality. Observa- 
tions on captive shrews were made a t  the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology 
(Rudd, 1953). 

The enoironment,-'fie San Francisco Bay salt marshes are in an area of 
hiediterranean climate. Temperatures average perhaps 5S0 I?. through the 
year, minima of 28" to 30' and maxima rarely of 90" to 100° occurring. Rain- 
fall averages 15 to 25 inches a year and falls in the period fronl November to 
April. Thus, there is a long summer dry seasoil. However, because of the 
summer high tides, dryness may reach critical levels for salt marsh shrews 
only ir, September and October. 

The lower parts of salt marshes, 3 to 6 feet above sea level, are gronn to 
extensive pvre stands of cordgrass (Spartinu foliosa); this part of the marsh 
is covered at least once a day by tidewater. Higher ground, 5 to 9 feet above 
sea level, is covered by the Salicomia association, characterized by picklcweed 
( Salicmiu nnbigua ) and saltgrass ( Distichlis spicata ), and on especially 
raised areas there is gumpIant (Gn'ndeliu czineifolia). A fuI1 discussion of the 
relationship of ~ l a n t  distr,~ution to tide levels may be found in Hinde (1954). 

Habitat.--5orm vngrans halicoetes frequents those parts of salt marshes that 
. offer dense cover, an abundance of invertebrate animals as food, suitsbie vsting 
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and resting sites, 3rd  fzirly continuous ground moish~re. The shrew metropolis 
is Sound 0x1 tile medium high marsh, about 6 to 8 feet above sea level, and it 
extends to lower marsh areas not regularly flooded by tidewater. Suitable 
areas within this expanse of marsh characteristically have an abundance of 

other invertebrates are common in most seasons of the year. Nesting and 
resting cover for shews is provided by the same driftwood and plant material. 
The latter includes the living Salicomiu, but equally important is the dead 
materiai left by tidewater; most of this is Spartinu duff. The higher marsh, 
8 to 9 feet in elevation, being dry and with minimal cover, has few or no shrews 
and the lower Spartina zone, subject to daily floods and without heavy cover, 
is devoid of them. 

Numbers.-No census of shrews on San Pablo Marsh was taken. However, 
a variation in relative numbers was noted in the period from 1951 to 1955, . 

found but three nests, all empty, in the course oi the entire year. Little addi- 
tional intormation on fluctuation in numbers was obtained from an examination 

for housing litters and is made presumably by females; the other, which we 
call the resting nest, is probably made and used by both sexes. 
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in a large woodblock was occupied almost continually since observation began 
in 1951; four nests with young have been found under it, inciuding one of the 
two found in September. Resting nests are smaller, 2 or 3 by 3 or 4 m., and 
are shallow cups only. They are placed under a cover but in all cases are 
elevated above the soil surface in the depressed Salicornia. Adult shrews 

' have been found in these nests ocwiondy .  

BREEDING BEHAVIOR 

The breeding season.-Figure 1 shows the dates and frequency of occur- 
rence of parturition in salt marsh shrews. The histogram was constructed on 
U) records of trapped pregnant shrews and on 19 records of nests found with 

FIG. l.-Br&!ng season of salt marsh shrews as shown by frequency of parturition. 
Vertical columns represent ten-day periods with the 5th, 15th, and 25th of each month as 
medians. N = 39. 

There may not be a complete cessation of breeding in the summer months; 
, animals capable of breeding are not common in the population at this time. 
:. Postpartum mating and double litters probably occur in the saIt marsh shrew; 

Clothier (1955:218) found this to be hue of S. uagranr in Montana, and it 
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by the small number of births in late May and June. 

Litter size.-Gestation in the salt marsh shrew lasts about 20 days. Figure 1 

7 days postpartum therefore is not less than 15 per cent. 
Clothier (1955:218) found mean litter size in utero to be 6.4, with a range 

of 2 to 9, in S. uugrans in Montana. It is possible that the higher mean count 
in Montana indicates that S. uugrans varies in litter size ti a nanner parallel 

mate factors are not yet known. 

uals doubtless leave periodically to forage, however. 

DEVELOPMENT OF THE YOUNG 
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1, younger if body red in color, older if pink and a slight gray cast of growing 
hairs apparent; category 2, younger if pelage thin and eyes closed, older if 
pelage thicker and eyes clearly open; category 3, younger if teeth not fuUy 
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A G E  IN  DAYS 

FIG. 2.-Weights of young sa!t marsh shrews. Encircled readings represent mean weights 
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early spring. Among other mammals nothing similar is found, to our knowl- 

indicated for the remaining deaths. Predation by Rattus nomegicus is a possi- 

SUMMARY 
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of about one week in surviving litters is thus at least 15 per cent of total 
implantations. Young shrews gain weight rapidly, reaching 5 to 6 grams at 
about 30 days of age; following dispersal from the nest, weights decline and 
2 and 3-month old rh.~v,?s weigh about 1 gram less. Swiva l  of young from 

. shortly after birth to 3 weeks is 55 to 60 per cent; litter size has no influence 
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